
You and EasyLife with Auto Seal  
A winning combination
Auto Seal technology from Philips Respironics changes the game.

EasyLife is revolutionizing mask design 

so you can enjoy the latest solutions  

in comfort and get a better night’s  

sleep. Its innovative, lightweight 

design includes Auto Seal technology, 

a collection of features designed to 

give you an automatic seal with  

minimal adjustments. 

Its unique dual-cushion construction 

has a soft inner cushion that creates 

a self-adjusting seal around the nose. 

The supportive outer cushion and 

built-in forehead pad adjust automatically, 

providing stability that moves with you 

while you sleep.

Combined, the Auto Seal features make 

EasyLife a comfortable, easy-to-use mask.

One that is designed for a better seal and 

better fit so you get a better night’s sleep. 

It’s truly a winning combination.



EasyLife Nasal Mask with Auto Seal
Now available through your homecare provider.

It’s a game changer.
EasyLife with Auto Seal is unlike traditional masks. It’s unique self-adjusting inner 

seal and outer support cushion work together to help provide a comfortable fit 

the first time, every time. 
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Only four parts: mask frame, headgear, outer 

support cushion, inner seal cushion.

Forehead pad adjusts automatically with 

minimal headgear force.

Angled micro ports make operation quieter 

and redirect air away from your bed partner.

Optional clips are included making it easy to 

remove the mask and keep the same fit night 

after night.

Headgear has easy-to-use adjustable straps with a crown strap for added stability.

Scan with your smart phone to watch a video on how 

EasyLife with Auto Seal technology can work for you.

EasyLife is comfortable, reliable and easy. Ask your homecare provider about the  

Philips Respironics EasyLife mask and get a restful night’s sleep. Again and again.

It’s simply, easy.


